You can look for an updated list on the “Class Search” page when registering, by searching for “Honors” under “Attribute Type”.

ACC 101 HN1: Financial Accounting [Larkin, TR 12:30-1:45]

CHM 120L HN1: General Chemistry Honors Lab 1 [Smolen, M 1:25-5:10]

DSS 200 HN1: Introduction to Information Systems [Mendoza, TR 12:30-1:45]

DSS 210 HN1: Business Statistics [Klimberg, TR 12:30-1:45]

ENG 102 HN1: Texts and Contexts [Sorensen, TR 2:00-3:15]
- GEP Signature Core

ENG 319 HN1: Modern/Postmodern Mood [Feeney, SJ, MWF 12:20-1:10]
- GEP Art/Literature

HIS 314 HN1: Living in the Ancient Mediterranean World [Lewin, TR 2:00-3:15]
- GEP Ethics-Intensive & Writing-Intensive Overlays

HON 150: Religious Visions in Film & Literature [Aspan, TR 8:00-9:15]
- First Year Seminar for Class of 2019 only

HON 311 Paradoxes, Problems and Proofs [Brokes, Smith TR 12:30-1:45]
- Honors Team-Taught
- GEP Math Beauty

LTT 461 HN1: The Franco-Afro-Caribbean Story [Daniel, TR 2:00-3:15]
- GEP Diversity, Ethics-Intensive & Writing-Intensive Overlays
- GEP Art/Lit

MCC 360 HN1: Space & Place in Colonial Latin America [Hennes, MWF 11:15-12:05]
- GEP Art/Lit
- GEP Non-Western Overlay

MGT 121: Organizations in Perspective
- Restricted to incoming Class of 2019

MKT 211 HN1: Principles of Marketing [Sarkees, MWF 9:05-9:55]

PHL 154 HN1: Moral Foundations [Hoffman, TR 12:30-1:45]
- GEP Signature Core

PHL 264 HN1: Topics in Moral Psychology [Corabi, TR 2:00-3:15]
- GEP Philosophical Anthropology
PHL 336 HN1: Violence and Nonviolence [Linehan, MWF 10:10-11:00]
  • GEP Ethics Intensive

THE 154 HN1: Faith, Justice and the Catholic Tradition [Sammon, MWF 11:15-12:05]
  • GEP Signature Core

THE 326 HN1: Letters of Paul [Kerkeslager, TR 9:30-10:45]
  • GEP Faith & Reason

THE 384 HN1: Jews and Christians: Entwined Histories [Cunningham/Gregerman, W 2:30-5:00]
  • Fulfills one Honors team-taught requirement
  • GEP Religious Difference requirement